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Rival Wants To 'Turn The Tables' In TM Battle, CBD Co.
Says
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By Ethan Beberness

Law360 (July 7, 2021, 6:50 PM EDT) -- A North Carolina cannabidiol company that's suing a

Louisiana-based rival over the trademark "CBD MD" has asked a judge to toss the rival's

counterclaims, alleging that it is violating the mark, which shouldn't have been approved by

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office in 2016 since CBD was illegal under both federal and

Louisiana state law at the time.

CBD Industries, which was previously known as cbdMD, argued in a motion filed Tuesday in

North Carolina federal court that Majik Medicine asserted counterclaims that were

undermined by their presentation and lack of substance. The company said Majik's

counterclaims are "based on nothing more than conclusory and formulaic recitations of the

elements of an infringement claim," making them insufficient under Fourth Circuit law.

"Majik has inappropriately attempted to 'turn the tables' on CBD Industries in a misguided

effort to improve its perceived bargaining position concerning the CBD MD mark," CBD

Industries said.

Majik's counterclaims are part of an attempt to challenge a cancellation proceeding filed in

April 2019 by CBD Industries with the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board, just two months

before Louisiana regulated its CBD market and several months after CBD was legalized at the

federal level in the 2018 Farm Bill. Majik argued in its counterclaims that CBD Industries is

using the cancellation proceeding to drive up the smaller company's legal fees, taking

advantage of the significantly larger scale of its operations.

The TTAB proceedings have been on hold since April 2021, pending the outcome of Majik's

challenge in federal court. CBD Industries now seeks the cancellation of Majik's ownership of

U.S. Trademark 5,173,264 through the court proceeding, which CBD Industries maintains

should be decided in its favor given the illegal status of CBD at both federal and state levels

when the USPTO approved the trademark. 

CBD Industries also says accusations it's made "unsubstantiated claims" about Majik's

products in blog posts and product descriptions remain too vague to be validated by the court

because Majik did not include any specific examples of blog posts and product descriptions.

CBD Industries also slammed Majik's cyberpiracy counterclaim, arguing that Majik did not

present any facts that indicate bad-faith effort on CBD Industries' part to profit from Majik's

trademark.
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In response to CBD Industries' dismissal bid, Majik CEO Christy Peachy emphasized the

difference in operational reach and legal budget between the companies.

"This is big business attacking a small, women-owned business," Peachy told Law360 on

Wednesday. "If they can steal this trademark, this is a scary world. It would allow any big

business to come in and take what you're trying to build."

Counsel for Majik Medicine did not respond to a request for comment.

Counsel and representatives for CBD Industries did not respond to requests for comment.

CBD Industries is represented by Mark R. Kutny of Hamilton Stephens Steele & Martin PLLC

and Kevin M. Bell, Scott A.M. Chambers, Richard J. Oparil, Caroline M. Maxwell and Andrew

C. Stevens of Arnall Golden Gregory LLP.

Majik Medicine is represented by Blynn L. Shideler of BLK Law Group and J. Christopher

Jackson and John T. Kivus of Morningstar Law Group.

The case is CBD Industries LLC v. Majik Medicine LLC, case number 3:21-cv-00069, in the

U.S. District Court for the Western District of North Carolina.

--Additional reporting by Sarah Jarvis. Editing by Jay Jackson Jr.

For a reprint of this article, please contact reprints@law360.com.
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